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Installation Instructions   
 

Spectrum Manager installs on Windows 10, 8, 7, VISTA SP2, and XP. Begin installation by 

running the setup.exe file. If you have downloaded the zipped Spectrum manager installation 

file, extract the contents in a temporary directory and run the setup program from that location. 

When the installation begins, it may take some time before the first installation dialog appears.  

 

  

Select Next to continue. 
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Next, the installer will display the default location for Spectrum Manager. If you would like to 

install the software in a different location, simply select the browse option and navigate to the 

desired location. If there are multiple users on this computer, you have the option to limit the use 

of Spectrum Manager to yourself, or except the default to allow access to all users.  

 

Select Next to continue. 

Once the configuration has been completed, a dialog will appear to notify the user that the 

installation process is ready to begin.  

 

Select Next to continue.  
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The Spectrum manager Wizard will then begin the installation process.   

 

  

 When finished, the final Wizard dialog is displayed and the user is prompted to select close.  

 

Spectrum manager is only available for users with a permanent AFGROW user license. When 

starting Spectrum Manager for the first time, a dialog box will prompt the user to locate this 

license file.    
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If you don’t know where to find your AFGROW license, you can use the Windows search option 

for AFGROW on the Task Bar at the bottom of your computer screen. The location may be 

found by right clicking on the AFGROW icon and selecting “open file location.” You may need 

to do this twice if you right click on the AFGROW app in the search window. The first time will 

locate the executable files in the AFGROW directory. The second time you right click on the 

AFGROW executable icon, you will be directed to the location of the AFGROW installation 

directory. 

Once you have navigated to the AFGROW installation directory, the permanent AFGROW 

license file will have a “.lic” extension. 

 

Select the license file, and Spectrum Manager will open for the first time. From this point 

forward, Spectrum Manager will be linked to your AFGROW license file. 

Spectrum Manager  

Spectrum Manager is intended to be a user-friendly tool to generate and manage AFGROW 

applied loading spectra. The structural load history for a given component may be as simple as a 

maximum and minimum load that is repeated until failure (constant amplitude loading 

spectrum), or as complex as a completely randomized loading history representing numerous 

loading conditions over many years of service life.  

The load history information must be converted to a cycle counted format before it may be used 

for fatigue crack growth analysis. This means that each cycle is defined by a maximum and 

minimum value where the loading spans that range and begins and ends at one of those two 
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values. This is different from a “reversal” or “peak-valley” spectrum often used for crack 

initiation analysis. A reversal spectrum defines loading information as a function of time only, 

and doesn’t define a closed cycle between a given maximum and minimum load. This is 

important for crack growth analysis since crack growth rate data are defined as a function of 

constant amplitude loading cycles at given stress ratios (R-values) defined as the ratio of the 

minimum to maximum cyclic loading. 

Spectrum Manager allows the user to define a spectrum of maximum and minimum stress (or 

load) values for a given structural component. It enables the user to describe the spectrum data as 

a sequence of sub-spectra with one or more stress (or load) levels. This allows the user to apply 

multiple sub-spectra to represent different loading conditions (e.g. different aircraft maneuvers, 

flights or missions) in one spectrum. The user has the ability to sequence these sub-spectra in any 

order desired to define the overall spectrum. Any sub-spectrum may also be repeated as 

necessary to create the desired analysis spectrum. Once the spectrum is defined, spectrum 

manager calculates the statistics, R-plot and the exceedance plot for that spectrum and sub-

spectra. The spectrum manager also gives the user the ability to define a spectrum as a time 

dependent or multi-channel spectrum. These capabilities allow the user to create a more accurate 

description of the spectrum.   

 

 

Figure 1: Spectrum Manager Windows 
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 Application Menu 
 

 

Figure 2: Application Menu 

New Project 
Creates a new spectrum project. When creating a new spectrum, it is important to note that you 

must first create the building blocks for the spectrum. The spectrum creation process is a project 

that involves a few important steps that will be described in detail in this document. 

Open Spectrum 
Opens an Existing spectrum file into the Spectrum Manager Project framework. 

Import Sub 
Imports existing sub-spectra information from the selected Sub file. 

Save 
Saves a spectrum project under the same name and format that was previously opened. 

Save As  
Allows the user to save a spectrum project in SPX, ST3, or SP3 file formats. 
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Close  
Closes the active spectrum file, but does not close Spectrum Manager 

Exit  
Closes Spectrum Manager. 

Options 
Allows the user to add Damage, Time Dependent and Environment tags to the spectrum. 

 

Time Dependent 

Allows the user to add a Time and Load Type value to a level in a sub spectrum. This can be 

used in AFGROW for modeling corrosion effects and/or time dependent crack growth (i.e. stress 

corrosion cracking). 

 

Time is entered in seconds for the spectrum level. In the example above, there is only one cycle 

in the level, but any number of cycles could be assigned to the level. 

Integer values are used to indicate load type:  

1. Random Cyclic Sequence (assumed to be sinusoidal)  

2. Ramp Up (may only have one level describing the ramp up)  

3. Ramp Down (may only have one level describing the ramp down)  
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In a time dependent spectrum, when a given random cyclic sequence (type 1) sub-spectrum 

contains a level where the max-min values are set to be equal, the level is treated as a holding 

level. This is useful for cases where a sustained load is applied. Cyclic crack growth calculations 

are always calculated in addition to any time dependent growth. In cases where ramp loading is 

applied, the cyclic growth is ONLY applied during the ramp up to avoid double counting of the 

cyclic growth. At this time, AFGROW will not show the hold or ramp type loading in the 

spectrum plot when using a time dependent spectrum.  

 

Damage Tag 

Enabling the Damage Tag option will allow the user to assign a name consisting of alphanumeric 

characters to a specific level in a sub spectrum. This can be used inside AFGROW to identify the 

amount of the total crack growth that was caused by that level. If this option is enabled, 

AFGROW will output a damage summary for each sub spectrum, regardless if any levels in the 

spectrum have been tagged. 

 

 

 

Environment Tag 

Allows the user to define the environment at each level in a sub spectrum using a decimal or 

integer value. This is used by the tabular lookup model in AFGROW to determine which 

material set is used for crack growth rate calculations for this level. If the environment tag 

matches the temperature value for a given material set, the crack growth rate calculation will use 

the matching material set. Otherwise the calculation will use the default material set. 
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Edit Tab  
 

 

Figure 3: Edit Menu Bar 

The edit tab contains many different functionalities that allow the user to modify the spectra as 

well as interact with various data tables. The edit tab contains the following functions: 

New Sub Spectrum  

This option will add a new sub spectrum to the sub spectrum library. If the Auto-Generate Name 

checkbox is selected, Spectrum Manager will name the new sub spectrum based on of the chosen 

sub spectrum label. The integer value will be based on the next number available for the given 

sub spectra label.  

Note: Creating a new sub spectrum does not automatically make the sub spectrum a part of the 

spectrum. In order to add the sub spectrum to the spectrum, the sub spectrum must be added to 

the sequence in the Sequence Data window.  

 

If the Auto-Generate Name checkbox is not selected, the user will be able to enter a custom 

name for the sub spectrum. If the user chooses this option, each sub-spectrum will named using 

the sub-spectrum label for the Project with a sequential numerical identifier.  
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The Description Box can be used for any extra notes the user wishes to associate with the sub 

spectrum.  

Multi-Channel 
This option will transform the spectrum into a multi-channel spectrum. Each level will be broken 

into Axial, Bending and Bearing components. This will allow the user to edit axial, bending and 

bearing stresses (or loads) for each level in the spectrum. Once the user switches the project to 

multi-channel, they will not be able to transform the Project back to single channel.  

 

Figure 4: Multi-Channel 

After switching to multi-channel, the original max and min values will become max and min 

axial, and additional columns will appear in the Spectrum Data window for max/min bending 

and max/min bearing. These bending and bearing columns will be auto-populated with the 

max/min values used by each level in the axial channel. The user will be able to edit these 

columns manually or by pasting data in the Spectrum Data window. In addition, the Spectrum 

Plot window will display three plots, one for each channel. The Properties window will also 

contain separate sections for axial, bending, and bearing statistics.  

Inside a Multi-Channel project, the Preview Spectrum, Exceedance Plot, and R Plot windows 

will all display data for the currently selected channel. The selected channel is axial by default. 

To switch between channels, select the appropriate channel using the Select Channel option in 

the Edit tab. 

  

Select Channel 

This option is only available in a Multi-Channel project. It allows the user to select the axial, 

bending, or bearing channel for use in the Preview Spectrum, Exceedance Plot, and R Plot 

windows.  

To use this option, click on the Select Channel button in the Edit tab and select the appropriate 

drop-down option for the channel.  
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The channel currently selected will have a red box around it in the Spectrum Plot window 

 

 

Add   

This option is only available in the Sequence Data and Spectrum Data windows.  

The Add button adds a sub spectrum to the data sequence in the Sequence Data window, or adds 

levels to the sub spectrum library in the Spectrum Data window.  
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Figure 5: Add to Spectrum 
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Figure 6: Add to Sequence 
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Cut   

This option is only available in the Sequence Data and Spectrum Data windows.  

In the Sequence Data window, clicking the Cut button will italicize the content in the selected 

level(s) and copy the selected sub spectrum name to the clipboard. The sub spectrum name can 

be inserted or pasted elsewhere in the sequence, then the originally selected sub spectrum name 

will be removed.  

In the Spectrum Data window, clicking the Cut button will italicize the content in the selected 

level(s) and copy the data to the clipboard. The level can be inserted or pasted elsewhere in the 

same sub spectrum, or any other sub spectrum in the Sub Spectra Library. Then the originally 

selected level will be removed. The values of any options you have enabled in your project will 

also be included.  
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Copy   

This option is only available in the Sequence Data and Spectrum Data windows.  

Copies the selected data into the Windows clipboard.  

In the Sequence Data window, the Copy button will copy the selected level to the clipboard. The 

level can be inserted or pasted elsewhere in the sequence.  

In the Spectrum Data window, the Copy button will copy the selected level to the clipboard. The 

level can be inserted or pasted elsewhere in the same sub spectrum, or any other sub spectrum in 

the sub spectra library. The values of any options you have enabled in your project will also be 

included.  
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Insert  

This option is only available in the Sequence Data and Spectrum Data windows.  

In the Sequence Data window, the sub spectrum name(s) in the clipboard will be inserted above 

the selected row. If more than one sub spectrum name was copied from another application, the 

names must be on separate lines. In excel, this can be done by placing all of the names in a single 

column and copying that column. If one of the sub spectrum names does not match a name in the 

Sub Spectra Library, it will not be inserted. If this occurs, an error message will appear in the 

Notification Window.  

In the Spectrum Data window, the values in the clipboard must be tab-separated and will be 

inserted above the selected level. The user will only be able to insert data if they have selected a 

sub spectrum. There must be values in the clipboard for all of the level properties. By default 

these are max, min and number of cycles, but can include damage tag, environment, time and 

load type, based on the selected options. If the spectrum is multi-channel, the user will also need 

to have max and min values for bending and bearing. If the user does not have values for all of 

the level properties, the row will not be inserted.  

The order (left to right) that Spectrum Manager matches columns for a single channel spectrum 

with all options enabled is:  

1. Max  

2. Min  

3. Cycles  

4. Time  

5. Load Type  

6. Environment  

7. Damage Tag  

The order (left to right) that Spectrum Manager matches columns for a multi-channel spectrum 

with all options enabled is:  

1. Max Axial  

2. Min Axial  

3. Max Bending  

4. Min Bending  

5. Max Bearing  

6. Min Bearing  

7. Cycles  

8. Time  

9. Load Type  

10. Environment  

11. Damage Tag  
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The user selects the desired row and the information will be inserted above this row when the 

insert option is selected. This process is illustrated in F below. 

 

Figure 7: Pre-Insert 
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Figure 8: Post-Insert 
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Paste 

This option is only available in the Sequence Data and Spectrum Data windows.  

In the Sequence Data window, the selected rows will be replaced by the sub spectrum name(s) in 

the clipboard. If no row is selected, the sub spectrum name(s) will be added at the end of the 

sequence. If more than one sub spectrum name was copied from another application, the names 

must be on separate lines. In excel, this can be done by placing all of the names in a single 

column and copying that column. If one of the sub spectrum names does not match a name in the 

Sub Spectra Library, it will not be pasted. If this occurs, an error message will appear in the 

Notification Window.  

The order (left to right) that Spectrum Manager matches columns for a single channel spectrum 

with all options enabled is:  

1. Max  

2. Min  

3. Cycles  

4. Time  

5. Load Type  

6. Environment  

7. Damage Tag  

The order (left to right) that Spectrum Manager matches columns for a multi-channel spectrum 

with all options enabled is:  

1. Max Axial  

2. Min Axial  

3. Max Bending  

4. Min Bending  

5. Max Bearing  

6. Min Bearing  

7. Cycles  

8. Time  

9. Load Type  

10. Environment  

11. Damage Tag  

For example, a user may wish to copy a single spectrum level (i.e. 1, 0, 100) from an excel 

spreadsheet to paste over an existing level in a sub-spectrum. After copying the level, select the 

desired row (level) in the existing sub-spectrum, and select Paste. This process is shown below. 
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The user can also paste data into specific columns of the Spectrum Data window by selecting the 

header of the column to paste. To select more than one column at the same time, hold the ctrl key 

and click on the additional headers. In this way, the user can paste data into specified columns 

even if they do not have values for the remaining sub spectrum properties. 
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Delete   

This option will delete the selected level in either the Sequence Data or Spectrum Data windows. 

To delete a level in the Spectrum Data window, select the sub spectrum containing the level and 

then select that level inside the sub spectrum. When Delete is selected, that level will be removed 

as shown below. 
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Undo   

The undo button allows the user to reverse a previous action(s) by selecting the appropriate 

item(s) from the undo list. The list of previous action items are in descending chronological 

order, so that the most recent action preformed is at the top of the list.  
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Selecting an action from the list will also undo all actions above the selected item (everything 

that occurred after the selected action). Upon completion, an asterisk is placed on the action that 

was undone. 

 

Redo  

Restores the spectrum to the state before the last undo action was removed.  

 

Reverse   

The reverse option multiplies the maximum and minimum stress values by negative one, which 

will reverse the sign of the max and min values in each level of the spectrum.  

 

Figure 9: Original and Reversed Spectrum 

For example, this procedure could be used to convert a lower wing skin spectrum to an upper 

wing skin spectrum.  

  

Clip 

The clip option enables the user to limit the maximum stress or load value for the entire spectrum 

or a selected sub spectrum. The clipping process is analogous to trimming a hedge, hence the 

name Clip. 

To clip the entire spectrum, click on the "Entire Spectrum" checkbox, enter the desired upper 

bound, and click the Clip button. The clipping operation ensures that no max or min value in the 

spectrum exceeds the upper bound. If the max and min values of any level exceed the upper 

bound, that level will be removed.  
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To clip a sub spectrum, first select the desired sub spectrum then click the clip option. Enter the 

desired upper bound, and click the Clip button. The clipping operation ensures that no max or 

min value in the sub spectrum exceeds the upper bound. If the max and min values of any level 

exceed the upper bound, that level will be removed. 

 

Here is graphical example of an entire spectrum being clipped to 0.3: 

 

Figure 10: Clipped Spectrum 
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Truncate 

The Truncate option allows the user to set limits to the difference or "range" between the 

maximum and minimum stress (or load) values for all the levels in the spectrum or a sub 

spectrum.  

To truncate the entire spectrum, click on the "Entire Spectrum" checkbox, enter the desired 

range, and click the Truncate button. The truncate operation ensures that any level that has a max 

and min with a difference less than the range value will be deleted. If all levels in a sub spectrum 

meet this criterion, the user is prompted whether to delete that sub spectrum.  

 

To truncate a sub spectrum, first select the desired sub spectrum then click the Truncate option. 

Enter the desired range, and click the Truncate button. The truncate operation ensures that any 

level that has a max and min with a difference less than the delta value will be deleted.   
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The following is an example of a spectrum being truncated by 0.25: 

 

Figure 11: Truncated Spectrum 

 

Check Sequence   

This option is used to verify that all sub-spectra in the Sub Spectrum Library are used in the 

spectrum as shown in the Sequence Data window. It is assumed that all sub-spectra that have 

been added to a Project will be used in the final spectrum sequence. If all sub spectra have been 

sequenced, the following message will appear.  
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If any sub spectrum is not included in the sequence, it will be listed in tabular form as shown 

below. 

 

 

Normalize 

This option will normalize the entire spectrum by dividing each max and min value by the factor 

entered in the normalization dialog. By default, the normalization factor is the maximum value in 

the spectrum. 
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This may be helpful if a user would like to scale a spectrum based on the maximum value and 

use the Spectrum Magnification Factor (SPF) in AFGROW as the scaling factor. 

The following is an example of a spectrum normalized by 2.6  

 

  

Denormalize  

Denormalizes the entire spectrum by multiplying each max and min value by the factor entered 

in the Denormalization dialog. 
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 The following is an example of a spectrum Denormalized by 2.6. 
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Preview Spectrum Tab 
 

 

Figure 12: Preview Spectrum Selector 

The preview spectrum option provides a graphical representation of the spectrum (or sub-

spectrum). Here you can select a portion of your Spectrum or Sub Spectrum to zoom in on in the 

Spectrum Plot window. The dark grey box works as a selection tool. You can expand/collapse 

the edges of the selector to zoom in on a larger/smaller amount of the spectrum.  

You can also drag the entire selection box along the graph to keep the same level of zoom on a 

different portion of the spectrum  

By default, the selection box covers the entire spectrum. To begin using the Preview Spectrum 

selector, left click and drag your mouse over a section of the Spectrum plot, and the Preview 

Spectrum selection box will adjust to the size and location of your selection on the Spectrum Plot  

You can use the Preview window for the entire spectrum, as well as a selected Sub Spectrum. If 

a Sub Spectrum is selected, the Preview Window will show the selected Sub Spectrum, instead 

of the entire Spectrum  
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View Tab 
 

 

Figure 13: View Menu 

The view tab allows the user to choose the windows that are displayed on the screen.   

The view tab manages the various windows within spectrum manager.  

View can toggle visibility of the following windows: 

Project Window 

The Project Window displays the project title and the list of sub-spectra in the sub-spectra 

library. It allows the user to switch the data source for the Spectrum Data, Spectrum Plot, and 

Properties windows between the spectrum and a selected sub spectrum. This is done by selecting 

either the name of the spectrum, or a sub spectrum name in the Sub Spectra Library. Sub spectra 

are listed in the Sub Spectra Library in the order they were added/created. To edit a sub 

spectrum, it must be selected in the Project Window. Selecting "Sequence" will bring up the 

Sequence Data window. 
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Figure 14: Project Window 

Spectrum Data 

This window functions differently if the spectrum or a sub spectrum is selected in the Project 

Window.  

If the spectrum is selected, this window lists the values of each level of the spectrum. The values 

include max, min, cycles, the name of the sub spectrum containing the level, and values for any 

options enabled.  
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If a sub spectrum is selected in the Project Window, the window allows edits to the values of 

each level in the sub spectrum. In addition, the Cut, Copy, Insert, Paste, and Delete options 

become available. 

 

In a multi-channel spectrum, the max and min columns will become max and min axial, and 

additional columns will appear for max/min bending and max/min bearing. 
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Spectrum Plot 

This window displays the stress versus cycles plot. 

 

Figure 15: Spectrum Plot 

In a multi-channel spectrum, the window shows three separate charts for each loading case. 

Spectrum Manager's multi-channel feature allows the user to select each case separately and 

view that particular case's spectrum in the Preview Spectrum, Exceedance Plot, and R Plot 

windows. 
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Exceedance Plot 

The exceedance plot graphs the cumulative number of minimum and maximum stress (or load) 

values in the spectrum. 

 

Figure 16: Exceedance Plot 

The legend on the left of the exceedance plot lists the max values (in red) and the min values (in 

blue), along with the corresponding cumulative cycles. Users can right click inside the legend to 

copy data, copy plot image, save plot image and print plot. 

 

R Plot 

The R Plot is a bar chart of the number of cycles for the range of stress ratio (min over max 

stress) for the entire spectrum. Spectrum Manager can plot R values from -100 to 1. 
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Figure 17: R Plot 

The legend for the R plot is show to the left of the graph. The legend lists the ranges of stress (or 

load) ratios in the spectrum with their total number of cycles. Users can right click inside the 

legend to copy R data, copy and save R plot image, or print the R plot. 

 

Properties Window 

This window shows different spectrum properties depending whether the spectrum or a sub 

spectrum is selected in the Project Window.  

If the spectrum is selected, the Properties Window lists the properties and statistics of the 

spectrum. The spectrum title, sub spectrum label and description are shown and can be edited in 

this window. The statistics listed are the total number of levels, total number of cycles, and the 

maximum and minimum stress (or load) values for the spectrum.  
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Figure 18: Properties Window 

If a sub spectrum is selected, the Properties Window lists the properties and statistics of the sub 

spectrum. The sub spectrum name and description are shown and can be edited in this window. 

The statistics listed are the total number of levels, total number of cycles, and the maximum and 

minimum stress (or load) values for the sub spectrum.  

Notification Window 

The Notification Window lists error messages and a description of errors in the Project. To 

obtain a detailed explanation of an error, select the "Details" button. This will display a pop-up 

window with more details about what caused the error. To clear the list of errors, click the Clear 

button at the bottom of the window. 
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Figure 19: Notification Window 

Error messages most commonly occur when data is pasted to the Spectrum Data window. These 

include  

• Max less than Min  

• Missing value  

• Not a valid number/data type  

• Incorrect Load Type value  

For example, if a user attempts to paste a single value into a level, a pop up window similar to 

the following would appear.  
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In this case, Spectrum Manager would assume that the single value was the maximum stress (or 

load) for the given level and the details explain that the paste option was expecting additional 

values for the Min and Cycles properties. The exact contents of the line that caused the error are 

also included, inside the quotes on the Attempted to Paste line.  

Sequence Data 

The sequence data window is where the user can place each sub-spectrum in the desired order. 

Individual sub-spectra may be repeated as many times as desired. When typing the name of a 

sub-spectrum, Spectrum Manager will show a list of sub-spectra in the library that match the 

characters being typed. This can save some time since the desired sub-spectrum may then be 

selected from the list. 

In this window, the Cut, Copy, Insert, Paste, and Delete options are available. 

 

 

The sequence is considered to be the actual spectrum. If there are no sub-spectra in the sequence, 

a spectrum has not been created. This is a very common misconception for some users – 
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especially when creating a Project with a single sub-spectrum. Remember, that every Project 

must be sequenced before the spectrum can be saved. 

 

Reset Zoom 

Resets the windows to the default magnification.  

 

Reset Layout 

Resets all windows to their original layout in Spectrum Manager. 
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Guides to Creating Different Types of Spectra for AFGROW 
 

Creating a New Spectrum  

 Step 1: Open the application menu.   

 

Step 2: Select "New Project" and type in the desired spectrum name and sub-spectrum label (e.g. 

Flight, Block, Hour, etc.). These values are required as indicated by the asterisk beside the 

values. The Description Box can be used for any extra notes that you wish to associate with the 

spectrum. The options shown in this dialog are used for more advanced capabilities and will be 

discussed in a later section. When you are finished, select Create. 
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Step 3: Add a sub spectrum to the Project library by selecting the green plus symbol in the 

Project Window or the New Sub Spectrum icon in the Edit tab. Spectrum Manager will auto 

generate the sub spectrum name and number them sequentially. Select save to create the sub 

spectrum. The new sub spectrum is highlighted in the Project Window, indicating that the sub 

spectrum is currently selected and is ready to accept max, min, and cycle data. 

 

Note: Sub spectra are the building blocks for the entire spectrum. 
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Step 4: You should now see that the Spectrum Data window is open. To enter data into the sub 

spectrum, you can either manually add each line of data, or use the pasting tool to add existing 

data that you have copied from another source (e.g. Excel). To manually add data, click the add 

button in the edit tab to add a new empty level. Then, enter the maximum and minimum stress 

(or load) values and the number of cycles into the desired loading for each level. 

 

 

Continue to add data until you have completed the desired contents of the sub-spectrum. The 

cycle column will keep a running cumulative total of the number of cycles in the sub-spectrum as 

you add new levels.  

Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each sub spectrum you need to create. In the next step, you will choose 

the order that these sub spectra will be arranged in inside of the spectrum.  

Step 5: Once all the sub spectra in the Project library are complete, sequence the sub spectra by 

selecting the Sequence Data tab. To add a sub spectrum to the sequence, first click inside the 

sequence data window and select the add button in the edit tab. Then begin typing the sub spectra 

name in the box labeled "SubSpectrumName", and select the desired sub-spectrum from the list 

that appears as you type. Repeat this until all sub-spectra are sequenced as desired to create the 

final spectrum.  
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 Once the sub spectra are sequenced, spectrum manager will generate an exceedance and R-plot 

for your spectrum. 

  

 

At this point, you have a sequenced spectrum that is ready for use with AFGROW. You will be 

able to save the project by opening the application menu again and selecting Save As. You can 

choose to either save the project as a .sp3 file or the newer .spx file. We recommend saving as 

.spx to ensure that any optional descriptions will be saved along with your spectrum. The older 

.sp3 text format may be used, but you will lose any information that you may have entered that is 

not included in this old format. 
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Creating a Multi-Channel Spectrum 

 Step 1: Open the application menu 

 

Step 2: Select "New Project" and type in the desired spectrum name and sub-spectrum label (e.g. 

Flight, Block, Hour, etc.). These values are required as indicated by the asterisk beside the 

values. The Description Box can be used for any extra notes that you wish to associate with the 

spectrum. The options shown in this dialog are used for more advanced capabilities and will be 

discussed in a later section. When you are finished, select Create. 
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Step 3: Add a sub spectrum by selecting the green plus symbol in the Project Window or the 

New Sub Spectrum icon in the Edit tab. Spectrum Manager will auto generate the sub spectrum 

name and number them sequentially. Select save to create the sub spectrum. You should now see 

the new sub spectrum highlighted in the Project Window, indicating that the sub spectrum is 

currently selected. 

 

Step 4: You should now see that the Spectrum Data window is open. To enter data into the sub 

spectrum, you can either manually add each line of data, or use the pasting tool to add existing 
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data. To manually add data, click the add button in the edit tab to add a new empty level. Then, 

enter the maximum and minimum stress (or load) values for axial. This will auto fill the bending 

and bearing max and min if they do not already have data. If your max and min values for 

bending and/or bearing are different than those of axial, enter in those values to their respective 

columns. Finally, enter the number of cycles for that level. Do this for each level in the sub 

spectrum.   

  

Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each sub spectrum you need to create. In the next step, you will choose 

the order that these sub spectra will be arranged in inside of the spectrum. 

Step 5: Once all the sub spectra in the Project library are complete, sequence the sub spectra by 

selecting the Sequence Data tab. To add a sub spectrum to the sequence, first click inside the 

sequence data window and select the add button in the edit tab. Then begin typing the sub spectra 

name in the box labeled "SubSpectrumName", and select the desired sub spectrum. Repeat this 

until all sub-spectra are sequenced as desired to create the final spectrum.  
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Once the sub spectra are sequenced, spectrum manager will generate an exceedance and R plot. 

 

At this point, you have a sequenced spectrum that is ready for use with AFGROW. You will be 

able to save the project by opening the application menu again and selecting Save As. You can 

choose to either save the project as a .sp3 file or the newer .spx file. We recommend saving as 

.spx to ensure that any optional descriptions will be saved along with your spectrum. The older 

.sp3 text format may be used, but you will lose any information that you may have entered that is 

not included in this old format. 

For information about how to work with a multi-channel spectrum after creation, visit the Multi-

Channel and the Select Channel sections of this document.  
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Creating a Time Dependent Spectrum 

Step 1: Open the application menu.  

 

Step 2: Select "New Project" and type in the desired spectrum name and sub-spectrum label (e.g. 

Flight, Block, Hour, etc.). These values are required as indicated by the asterisk beside the 

values. The Description Box can be used for any extra notes that you wish to associate with the 

spectrum. The options shown in this dialog are used for more advanced capabilities and will be 

discussed in a later section. When you are finished, select Create. 
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Step 3: Add a sub spectrum by selecting the green plus symbol in the Project Window or the 

New Sub Spectrum icon in the Edit tab. Spectrum Manager will auto generate the sub spectrum 

name and number them sequentially. Select save to create the sub spectrum. You should now see 

the new sub spectrum highlighted in the Project Window, indicating that the sub spectrum is 

currently selected. 

 

Step 4: You should now have the Spectrum Data window open. To enter data into the sub 

spectrum, you can either manually add each line of data, or use the pasting tool to add existing 
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data. To manually add data, click the add button in the edit tab to add a new empty level. Then, 

enter the maximum and minimum stress (or load) values and the number of cycles into the 

desired loading. Next, select one of the three available load types (Ramp up, Ramp Down, 

Random Cyclic) in the drop-down menu. Then enter the time value. Do this for each level. 

 

Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each sub spectrum you need to create. In the next step, you will choose 

the order that these sub spectra will be arranged in inside of the spectrum.  

Step 5: Once all the sub spectra in the Project library are complete, sequence the sub spectra by 

selecting the Sequence Data tab. To add a sub spectrum to the sequence, first click inside the 

sequence data window and select the add button in the edit tab. Then begin typing the sub spectra 

name in the box labeled "SubSpectrumName", and select the desired sub spectrum. Repeat this 

until all sub-spectra are entered.  
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Once the sub spectra are sequenced, spectrum manager will generate an exceedance and R plot. 

 

At this point, you have a sequenced spectrum that is ready for use with AFGROW. You will be 

able to save the project by opening the application menu again and selecting Save As. You can 

choose to either save the project as a .sp3 file or the newer .spx file. We recommend saving as 

.spx to ensure that any optional descriptions will be saved along with your spectrum. The older 

.sp3 text format may be used, but you will lose any information that you may have entered that is 

not included in this old format. 
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Creating a Spectrum with Damage and Environment Tags 

Step 1: Open the application menu.  

 

Step 2: Select "New Project" and type in the desired spectrum name and sub-spectrum label (e.g. 

Flight, Block, Hour, etc.). These values are required as indicated by the asterisk beside the 

values. The Description Box can be used for any extra notes that you wish to associate with the 

spectrum. The options shown in this dialog are used for more advanced capabilities and will be 

discussed in a later section. When you are finished, select Create. 
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Step 3: Add a sub spectrum by selecting the green plus symbol in the Project Window or the 

New SubSpectrum icon in the Edit tab. Spectrum Manager will auto generate the sub spectrum 

name and number them sequentially. Select save to create the sub spectrum. You should now see 

the new sub spectrum highlighted in the Project Window, indicating that the sub spectrum is 

currently selected. 
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Step 4: You should now have the Spectrum Data window open. To enter data into the sub 

spectrum, you can either manually add each line of data, or use the pasting tool to add existing 

data. To manually add data, click the add button in the edit tab to add a new empty level. Then, 

enter the maximum and minimum stress (or load) values and the number of cycles into the 

desired loading. Next, select one of the three available load types (Ramp up, Ramp Down, 

Random Cyclic) in the drop-down menu. Then enter the time value. Do this for each level. 

 

 

Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each sub spectrum you need to create. In the next step, you will choose 

the order that these sub spectra will be arranged in inside of the spectrum.  

Step 5: Once all the sub spectra in the Project library are complete, sequence the sub spectra by 

selecting the Sequence Data tab. To add a sub spectrum to the sequence, first click inside the 

sequence data window and select the add button in the edit tab. Then begin typing the sub spectra 

name in the box labeled "SubSpectrumName", and select the desired sub spectrum. Repeat this 

until all sub spectra are entered.  
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Once the sub spectra are sequenced, spectrum manager will generate an exceedance and R plot. 

 

At this point, you have a sequenced spectrum that is ready for use with AFGROW. You will be 

able to save the project by opening the application menu again and selecting Save As. You can 

choose to either save the project as a .sp3 file or the newer .spx file. We recommend saving as 

.spx to ensure that any optional descriptions will be saved along with your spectrum. The older 

.sp3 text format may be used, but you will lose any information that you may have entered that is 

not included in this old format. 
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Adding Damage and Environment Tags to an Existing Spectrum 

Step 1: If your spectrum is not yet loaded in Spectrum Manager, open the application menu and 

select "Open Spectrum". Navigate to your spectrum file in Windows explorer, select it, and click 

on the Open button. Open the application menu again and select Options at the bottom of the 

window.  

 

Step 2: Check any tag(s) that you want to add to your spectrum. 
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Step 3: To add data for the tags, select a sub spectrum and click the spectrum data tab. New 

columns will have been added for each new tag you checked in step 2, for every level in the sub 

spectrum. You can enter data by pasting from Excel, or by simply typing the data in each box.  

 

Save the file by opening the application menu again and selecting Save As. Save the spectrum as 

.spx file. You must save the spectrum .spx format so that all of your tag data is saved along with 

your spectrum.  

 


